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In Human Resources recruiting, being able to develop and foster ongoing relationships speaks volumes
about a recruiter’s integrity, quality, and motivation. Witnessing the success of those you have affected is
often the best measure of your own achievement. By building rewarding, recurring relationships, Lucas
Group General Manager Aram Lulla enjoys helping successful candidates become satisfied clients, while
keeping the wheels of business turning.
Committing to the core roots of recruiting early in his career, Aram’s motivated initiative and personal
resourcefulness quickly led him to discover the unique challenges and rewards of Human Resources
recruiting. It’s a business of people, not product. Human Resources leadership requires both diligent
technical abilities and a keen, heightened collection of personal and relationship skills. As General
Manager for Human Resources, Aram affirms this truth daily. A seasoned HR recruiting professional
based in Chicago, Aram joined the Lucas Group in 2009, productively expanding the national Human
Resources team, while exceeding his committed plan within his first year at the firm.
Aram’s intense commitment to growth and development began and flourished as an Area Director with a
national Human Resources recruiting firm. He diligently trained and developed his team, managing
several individual top producers as well as guiding notable branch expansion. In addition, Aram designed,
developed, and implemented a business plan that led to the successful launch of a recognized national
HR recruiting team.
A top-producing expert in the Human Resources recruiting field, Aram joined Lucas Group because he is
committed to working with the very best. The open and collaborative culture, the broad national reach, and
the deep industry knowledge he has found at Lucas Group inspires Aram to continue to strive for
excellence from himself and from his team.
Finding transcendent HR talent that positively impacts financial success requires that Aram address each
opportunity from the varying angles of client, candidate, and position. As the son of a Chinese mother and
an Indian father, Aram strongly values the importance and validity of others’ perspectives, and he has built
a highly accomplished HR recruiting career by holding the success and satisfaction of others as his
paramount goal.
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Fluent in Cantonese, Aram today enjoys watching his own young children learn Spanish and Mandarin,
knowing that the advantages of looking beyond themselves and truly understanding others will help them
succeed – just as he helps his own clients and candidates succeed today.
Aram holds a Bachelors’ of Science in Electrical Engineering from the University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign.
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